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This neqotiatinq round will be unique compared to past
rounds in that it follow• the sunait meetinq 4urinq which General
Secretary Gorbachev and I called for early proqress in areas
where there is common qround, includinq the principle of 50
percent reductions in the nuclear arm• of the U.S. and the OSSR
appropriately applied, as well as the idea of an interim INi' I
agreement. (U)
I
The Soviets have not yet provided a formal re•ponse to our
November 1, 1985, proposals. Since those proposals, in part,
reflect elements of Soviet proposals, the U.S. Oeleqation should
emphasize my personal hope that the Soviet Deleqation will be
prepared to react constructively with an early, positive response
to the u.s. proposals tabled at the end of the last round. (U)
In seekinq to move the neqotiations forward, the U.S.
deleqation should take the position that the Joint Statement of
November 21, 1985, reflects the aqreement of both sides that the
negotiations should qive priority to areas of converqence, and
that proqresa in one ·area should not be held hostaqe to a
resolution of issue• in other area•. In this reqard, the
deleqation should take special care to resiat Soviet attempts to
link progress in the three neqotiatinq groupa, in order to permit
each group to make proqre•• on its own subject matter as rapi~ly
as poseible. In addition, the delegation ahould also resi§Jsny
Soviet attempt to erode the aeparate atatus and role• of the
three n99otiating group•, making clear that each qroup is ful y
competent both to explore policy i••ues and to commit qove
nts
on subjects within its responsibility. (S)
·
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Specifically, the u.s. Delegation should explain, reinfo ce
and elaborate on our November 1 initiatives, seeking to engag ,
the Soviet• in a discussion of those proposals with the aim o j
looking for areas of flexibility on the Soviet side1 reducing the
barriers to proqress on the key issues1 and finding additional,
or wideninq existing, areas of potential convergence. (S)
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While noting the aqreement in the Joint Statement that,
•during the negotiation of these agreements, effective measures
for verification of compliance with obligations assumed will be
agreed upon•, the U.S. Delegation should continue to emphasize
the importance to the future of arms control of complianc~ with
existing arms control aqreements and the correspondinq need for
Soviets to correct non-compliant behavior. (C)
With regard to the issue of regional reductions and
limitations in the INF neqotiatinq group, given the range
capability of the SS-20, aystema deployed at all Asian bases must
be judged to be within range of portions of NATO European
territory. The missiles stationed east of the Urals at
Novosibirsk and Barnaul are of special concern because they can
strike a significant portion of NATO territory from the bases ·
themselve•. However, in the interest of movement toward an
aqreement, I am prepared not to count the SS-20s deployed at
existing bases east of the Ural•, including the base• at
Novosibirsk and Barnaul, toward the European 140 launcher limit.
The IN!' negotiatinq qroup ahould state, however, that the U.S. is
prepared to take this step only in the context of a Soviet
agreement to reduce remaininq overall deployed Soviet LRINl"
missile systems in proportion to the reductions in such systems
taken in arrivin9 at the 140 launcher lillit. The specific
numerical reductions and limitations inherent in the u.s.
proposal have been calculated on the basi• of this step. (S)
In order to give concrete form. ~o our new poaitions in STtRT
and INF we should be prepared to table draft treaties ref lecti~q
the November 1 proposal•, as appropriate, before the end of the
round. Accordingly, work on these draft texts should be
completed no later than Feb~uary 15, for the SACG consideration.
1

(C)

Within the Defense and Space area little converqence emerged
at the summit meetinqa. The Defense and Space neqotiatinq qroup
has been provided the point• I made personally to General
Secretary Gorbachev regardinq SOI in order that our constancy of
approach will yield aome positive element• in this area also.
(S)
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I have approved the cables of instruction, recommended by
the SACG, for the conduct of the fourth round of the Nuclear and
Space Talks by the U. s. Deleq·a tions which expand upon the
specific direction above. (U)

